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EXHIBITION NOTES FOR TEACHERS

Photofusion are pleased to present two recent bodies of work by documentary photographer 
Tessa Bunney: Järvenjää/Lakeice and On the Board. Exploring the importance of open space and 
the desire for contact with nature in the city, this exhibition offers the viewer a captivating insight 
into the world of Open Water Swimming.

The exhibit opens with Bunney’s striking imagery from Jyväskylä, the capital of Central Finland 
and the largest city in the Finnish Lakeland, an area of more than 188,000 lakes. Järvenjää, 
which translates as Lakeice, explores the interrelations between people and their immediate 
environment, reflecting on diverse uses of natural landscapes within the city during the winter.

Over the past decades, Finland has experienced an unprecedented rate of economic, 
technological and social change. The whole way of life is now completely different from how it 
was only a few decades ago. However, the need to connect to the tranquillity of nature remains.

Tessa Bunney spent every day walking and travelling by local bus around Jyväskylä to the many 
lakes in and around the city. Initially working like a street photographer – her shots were not 
predetermined - she photographed in response to her experiences out in the blizzards and to the 
people she met along the way. As time went by, her relationships with the environment and local 
ice swimmers developed, as seen through the more intimate portraits and moments captured. 

Her second project titled On the Board documents the Serpentine Swimming Club. The 
photographs are set around The Serpentine Lake, situated in Hyde Park, London’s largest central 
open space.

The Serpentine Swimming Club was formed in 1864 ‘to promote the healthful habit of bathing in 
open water throughout the year’, when a wooden bench for clothing was the only facility they 
had. Now, the club has its own changing facilities and members are permitted by the Royal Parks 
to swim in the lake any morning before 09:30. They race every Saturday throughout the year, 
regardless of the weather. 

On the Board consists of a series of images alongside a short photofilm that explores the 
importance of green space and swimming in an urban context through the members of the SSC.
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ARTIST BIOGRAPHY

Since graduating from West Surrey College of Art and Design in 1988, Tessa Bunney has worked as 
a documentary photographer undertaking personal projects and editorial photography as well as 
a wide range of commissions and residencies nationally and internationally. 

Her project Home Work was published by Dewi Lewis in 2010 and was exhibited and published  
nationally and internationally including the Land exhibition as part of the Noorderlicht Festival, 
2010. Bunney is currently based in Vientiane, Lao PDR while working on an ongoing project The 
Corridor of Opportunity for which she has received a Grant for the Arts Award from Arts Council  
England. She is also undertaking freelance work for NGOs. Her series The Women of UCT6 which 
documents an all female UXO clearance team in Laos was recently published in the Financial 
Times Magazine (UK) and was also shown online along with the photo film To Serve a Nation, a 
collaboration with audio producer, Rebecca Harley.

Bunney is represented by Zoe Bingham Fine Art in London and Klompching Gallery in New York.

AIMS OF EXHIBITION

To explore interrelations between people and their immediate environment; allowing the viewer 
to reflect on diverse uses of natural landscapes within the city.

To explore the importance of green space and swimming in an urban context through the 
members of the Serpentine Swimming Club.

THEMES...

Environment
Natural Landscape

Portraiture
Photography

Documentary
Photofilm

Human Activity/
intervention

Composition



VISIT ACTIVITIES: PORTRAITURE

Bunney worked on these projects from 2010 - 2013, slowly building up relationships with the  
subjects in her images. Are these relationships noticable through the portraits? If so, which one 
shows this best, and why?

How does Bunney manage to portray the history and long-standing tradition of The Serpentine 
swimming club through her portrait photographs?

What do you prefer - the staged portraits or the candid, group shots? Explain your choice.

Tessa Bunney’s projects documenting open 
water swimming adopt a documentary style, 
involving a mixture of portraits both staged and 
candid, shown alongside landscape images of 
the surrounding environment.

QUESTIONS...

How do the portraits contribute to both of the 
the series in Open Water Swimming?

PRE- VISIT ACTIVITIES

•	 Research documentary photographers exploring the natural landscape - comparing  
composition, the use of people in images, lighting, etc.

Some examples to research: Ansel Adams, David Maisel, Edward Burtynsky, Stephen Shore

•	 Research portrait photographers, comparing their techniques of documentation, i.e. staged 
portraits versus “fly-on-the-wall”/candid perspectives. 

Some examples to research: Rineke Dijkstra, Alec Soth, Thomas Struth, Walker Evans, Diane Arbus, 
Martin Parr

•	 Research Jyväskylä, looking in to the ecomonic and social changes that have occured there 
recently and about the tradition of ice swimming. Also research in to the history of the  
Serpentine Swimming Club.



VISIT ACTIVITIES: LANDSCAPE

Compare your research in to documentary photographers who have approached subjects to do 
with the natural landscape and human intervention, to Bunney’s photographs. What techniques 
did they both use - i.e. use of people in the images, composition, lighting etc.?

VISIT ACTIVITIES: CURATION

Pick the image that you feel sums up each of the 2 projects in this exhibition - explain the reasons 
behind your choices.

How does the photofilm contribute to the Serpentine Swimming Club ‘On the Board’ series?

How do the varying sized prints effect the way you view the exhibition? What elements of the  
narrative does it help communicate more?

The exhibition Open Water Swimming shows two 
bodies of photographic work and a photo film. 
The curation includes prints of varying sizes that 
manipulate the focal points and aim to guide 
you through the narrative of the series. 

QUESTIONS...

Overall, what story/message and what kind of 
atmosphere do you think the artist was trying to 
create with this exhibition? Is there anything that 
you would have done differently?

Tessa Bunney’s work references the natural 
landscape and how people have found  
diverse ways of making the most out of these 
spaces.

QUESTIONS...

From your research in to Jyväskylä prior to this 
gallery visit, how well do you think these images 
capture the country’s connection with nature?

Which image from the exhibition do you think 
sums this up best?



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Location

Photofusion is in central Brixton, less than 1 minute from the tube station. There is restricted parking 
in the area, we would recommend you arrive here by public transport.

Class sizes

Photofusion is a small gallery. If you would like to bring your class here, please let us know in  
advance. Classes must be no larger than 30 students.

17a Electric Lane
London, SW9 8LA
One minute from Brixton tube

020 7738 5774
www.photofusion.org

gallery@photofusion.org

Aesthetic - The branch of philosophy that 
deals with the nature and expression of 
beauty, as in the fine arts. A conception of 
what is artistically valid or beautiful.

Atmosphere – A feeling or mood given
by surroundings.

Candid - A photograph that is captured 
without creating a posed appearance. This 
is achieved by avoiding prior preparation of 
the subject or by not distracting the subject 
during the process of taking photos.

Composition – Parts put together to
make something else, an arrangement
of shapes/ subjects within a space.

Curation - The selection, organisation and 
presention process of an exhibition or  
archive collection.

Focal Point – The point the eye is
drawn to within a picture or landscape.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Landscape – A view of a particular
area of countryside or town.
A rectangular paper format having the
longer sides at top and bottom.

Multi-media – Containing two or
more media (e.g. photography and video).

Natural landscape – The natural environment  
encompasses all living and non-living things  
occurring naturally on Earth

Perspective – The effect of distance
upon the appearance of objects in that
they appear smaller as they recede
from the eye.

Photo Film - A video piece made up of  
photographic stills

Portrait – A painting, photograph or
other likeness of a real person.
Rectangular paper format having the
shorter sides at top and bottom.


